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THE ISSUE OF SPECIAL WORLD HEALTH STAMPS'Ir- MBÉR STATES a

,item 20.4 of the Supplementary Agenda PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY THE
` GOVE'R.NMENT OF INDIA. (Documents A3/91 and A3 /AFL /19) (Continuation)

The amended version of their proposal, submitted the delegation of India

(A3 /AFL/19) was considered and Dr. KHADBOURI (Iraq) proposed the insertion of

the word flans" after "stamps and labels ".

Colonel LAKSHMANAN (India)...consideréa-this ; suggestion contrary to the sense

of his delegationts proposal siháe the sale of flags obviously concerned one

specific day whereas the scheme be,had buggested related to a period of months.

The CHAIRMAN 'propose" the ad addition of the following paragraph to the

resolution, which was accepted by the delegate of Iraq;

"Further suggests to Member `States the possibility of raising finds by

the sale of flags on World Health Day ".

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) regretted that this still did not alter the

view he had expressed previously_ that. the -whole proposal Should be submitted to

the Executive:, Board:fór ëicàmination.

In spite, of ,ah. amendment proposed by Sir Dihren MITRE! (India, ), who was

anxious that the idea should be acted uporí during the next twelve months and not

shelved by submission to the Executive Board, he held to his point.

-41

-1

-1

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) said that while on Satur.dáy.. he .had,-e.en prepared

to accept the Indian amendment he was now .i 7iñed to agree with .Dr. van den Berg

The CHAIRMAi proposed the addition of the following paragraph to the

resolutions
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"Provided that the above suggestions' be referred for thé considération

óf the Executive Board' so that a suitable plan may be developed and

transmitted to governments for the implementation of these suggestions"

and this proved acceptable to the delegates of both India and the. Netherlands.

At the suggestion'of Mr. HILL (Australia) who considered'the word

"implementation,; not quite in keeping with the terms of the resolution, 'it was

agreed to omit the last four words of the amendment.

Decisions The resolution proposed by the delegation of India in
document A3 /AFL/19, with the addition of the two paragraphs mentioned
above was adopted.

2. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET-FOR 1951; 'Item 18 of the Agenda (Document A3/74 )
(Official Records No. 23 and No. 26, page 2, item 4; Documents A3 /Prog /8

Rev.l, A3 87, A3 /AFL /3).

Technical Assistance Resolution

.i,
The CHAIRMAN reminded the committee that the question of the technical

assistance resolution had been referred back to the Committee on Programme to

be discussed with the assistance of Mr. Siegel; Secretary of the Committee on

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters. Mr. Siegel had unfortunately, been.

prevented from attending the Committee on Programme but the Chairman had

himself discussed the matter with the Chairman and Secretary of that committee..

It was clear that that committee wished to decide on one programme namely that

appearing in Official Records No. 23, suitably amended to include certain items

from the first programme, but they wished to discuss the general programme of

 WHO before making the amendments. As the Committee on Programme had obviously

not discussed the, financial he suggested that information on that

aspect of the .,question might bé given to them at the following joint meeting.
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Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands,), agreed with this suggestion and asked if the

Secretary could now explain the budgetary implications of.the suggestion of the

Committee on Programme.

The SECRETARY said that it would be necessary to discuss the implications

of the. Third World Health Assembly's possible denunciation of the action taken

by the Second World Health Assembly on technical assistance, and proposed that

alternative drafts should be presented to the joint meeting to cover the

Committee on Programme's present decision and the situation which would occur in

the event of that decision being altered in the light of budgetary considerations.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) asked permission to comment on a point previously

raised by the Australian delegation concerning the total scans of $10,000,000 and

412,000,000 respectively for the two technical assistance programmes. He felt

that the mention of these totals was misleading, first because total expenditure

was determined not by the figures quoted but by the funds available, and seeondly

because the figures mentioned represented the cost of a complete "catalogue"

of services offered by WHO and not of those actually to be selected. For this

reason the Executive Board had proposed that such totals should be omitted. They

had also proposed that the programme and budget for technical assistance should

be printed separately, but in view of practical difficulties, a compromise had

been reached and the latter had been published on coloured paper at the end of

Official Records No. 23.

Mr. Lindsay was anxious, however_,.that the idea of separate printing should

not be forgotten and that the totals, should in any case be omitted in publicity

so that nations should not be misled into thinking that 422,000,000 would be

available from WHO in the near future.
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The SECRETARY expressing sympathy with the view of the Australian and United

Kingdom delegates said that the appropriation resolution would be worded in such a

a way as to indicate that the extent to which the programme could be carried out

would depend upon the amount of funds available. He could not, however agree with

the United KingdomIs delegate1s analogy of a "complete catalogue" since the programme

and budget in Official Records No. 23 surely indicated no more than the barest

minimum for the needs of world health.

With regard to the third point, the Director -General had expressly arranged

for the publication of the regular programme and budget and the techniaal assistance

!programme and budget in one document having in mind the recommendation of the

Economic and Social Council, (Official Records No. 23 page 30), that the technical

assistance pro gramme should be suitable for integration with normal work. Moreover

he'considered it essential for the World,Health Assembly and Member Governments to

have readily available in a concise form a complete statement of the total pro-

grammes envisaged by WHO and the total available and potential sources of finance.

If the Assembly decided that a separate document was necessary for the

technical assistance programme it would be logical to have separate documents also

for the activities..carrie d out in cc- operation with UNICEF and the programme

carried out with the UNRRA funds, and this would only confuse the work of the

Assembly and its two committees.

The Committee should know that if the Assembly approved the programme and

budget for the ensuing year the Director -General would submit to the Economic and

Social Council a separate document in respect of the technical assistance programme.

Dr. Togba (Liberia) took the Chair.

On the proposal of Mr. HILL (Australia) it was Agreed to postpone discussion of

the technical assistance resolution until the whole world health programme came up

for consideration.

Programme and Budget for 1951

Dr. GEAR representing the Executive Board, said that the Second World Health

Assembly had placed upon the Executive Board the responsibility of examining the
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programme and budget estimate for 1951 in its following aspects= the adequacy of

the budget estimates to meet health needs; whether the programme presented followed

the general programme of work approved by the Health assembly; whether the pro-

gramme could be carried out within the year in question and the financial ampli. -

cations of the budget estimates.

For this purpose the Executive Board had established the Standing Committee

on Administration and Finance whose comments were to be found in Official Records

No. 26, in particular pages 11 to 18-

The Third World Health Assembly now had the important responsibility of issuing

instructions on the basis of the documents mentioned, and it was for the present

committee to deal with the administrative and financial aspects. The Executive

Board had studied the three main features of the budget estimates for 1951,

namely, organization, operating programme and administrative expenses,

The CHAIRMAN referred the committee to page 5 of document A3 /Frog /19 and the

SECRETARY read the resolution passed by the Plenary assembly, on the recommendation

of the joint meeting of the Committee on Programme and the Committee on Adminis-

tration and Finance, adopting a budget level for 1951 of $7,300,000, apportioning

the funds between organization, programme and administration, and leaving the exact

amounts of the various parts of the budget to be determined in the appropriation

resolution. The Committee had first, therefore, to agree to the appropriation

resolution for the 1951 Budget.

The CHAIRMAN then referred the committee to page 10 of document A3 /Prog /19.

Dr. BJORNSSON (Norway) proposed that the discussion be postponed Lentil the

afternoon in order to give delegates time to study the document.

The SECRETARY said that the document in question was not vital to the discussion,

since the necessary information appeared in Official Records Nos. 23 and 26.

Document A3/48 indicated the Director -Gene ral1s proposals for adjusting the budget

estimates to meet the reduced ceiling of 0,300,000. Delegates should therefore
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The figures presented tó the Assembly

were only approximate, and it would be necessary for the committee to decide on a

precise figure for each part of the budget.

The CHAIRMAN regarded page 10 of the document as a sound basis for the

committeets recommendation and suggested that if the delegation of Norway was

now ready the committee should proceed to take appropriate action.

Dr. BORNSSQN (Norway) had no objections to proceeding with the discussion

but did not think that the members were too well prepared for it, particularly

as the agenda had made no mention of Document A3/48.

Dr. BRADY (Ireland) felt some sympat}- r for the delegate of Norway and

confessed that while he himself had all the documents he was not clear as to what

was required of the committee. A budget ceiling of 7,300,000 dollars had been

adopted and that amount had to be appropriately allocated. It would, however, be

premature to do so until the committee had considered other questions such as the

supplementary programme proposed by the Committee on Programme (document A3 /Prog/19

Add.l) involving an expenditure of approximately half a million dollars, the

question of the manner in which the real income for 1951 should be allocated over

the various items of the programme and the question of the costing of the budget,

It was accordingly agreed to postpone consideration of the item until the

following meeting.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOi:u,?ENDItTIONS OF FIFTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE

BOARD ON ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE SECRETARIAT; CONFIDENTIAL
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR -GENERAL ON THE COMPOSITION OF THE SECRETARIAT:
Item 17 of the Agenda. (Official Recy9rds No, 26, page 32)

The dommittee agreed to note without discussion the confidential report

of the Director -General on the composition of the Secretariat.
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4. STAFF ?EN3I?T' C0 TTEEt APPOINTENT OF ONE PEMIER A'D.`Or
.

ALTERNATE
"- EMFER, Item 15 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 21,E page .39,

:11A2.64; Document A3/ Rev.1)

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) proposed that, as appointments to the Staff

Pension Committee were to be for a period of three years and having regard to

the general feeling of the Second Health Assembly that the persons so appointed

would suitably be members of the Executive Board, the draft resolution on

page 2 of document 13/3 Rev.1 should be completed by the insertion of "France"

and fiChile'1 respectively in the two blank spaces of the last paragraph thereof.

Decision: The United Kingdom proposal was adopted.

5. FINANCIAL REGUL..TIONS: REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR -GENERAL: Item 4 of
the Agenda (Official Records No. 13, page 311: Documents A3/27 and
Add.1, A3/Prog /21, item 10.1, A3 /AFL/18)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the delegate of Australia had expressed the

wish that the discussion on the item should be deferred until t3ae .report of

the working party on the working capital fund was available.

Mr. HILL (Australia) suggested that, as the working party had not yet

reached a final decision with regard to the ;.ustralian proposal on the working

capital fund, consideration of the present item should be deferred and

resumed at the same time as the discussion on the working capital fund.

It was accordingly agreed to defer consideration of the matters covered

by documents A3/27 and A.dd.], and .13/Frog/21, item 10.1.

The CHAIRMAN then drew attention to document i.3 /AFL/1S.
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The SECRET P.Y stated that the Committee on Programme in considering the

question of the cost of publications had decided to request the Committee on

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters to consider a problem arising out

of the application of the Financial Rules and Regulations. Under the latter

a contract was regarded as an obligation against the funds of the current year

if the services or the commodities in question had been received during that

year. However, that had been interpreted to mean that, if an order had been

placed ánd the commodities shipped but not received at their final destination

by the end of the financial year, the item was nevertheless an obligati n against

the year during which the shipment had been made. The position with regard to

printing was somewhat more complicated. A printing order might be placed and

the text turned over to :the printer who might have sat up his type, and might or

might not have furnished first proofs to the Organization before the end of its

financial year. The question t?-erefore was whether setting up of, type should

constitute a receipt of services for the purposes of the Financial Rules and

Regulations. Since á number of " publications were placed in the hands of

printers towards the,end of the year and in view of the tight budget ceiling

for 1951, the Committee on Programme had wished to broaden that interpretation

so that such items could be charged against the 1950 account, even if first

proofs were not delivered before the end of that year. In other words, the

intention was that if a manuscript was in the hands of the printer before the

end of the year and one page of proof had been produced, the item should be

charged against that year. If the committee was prepared to confirm such an

interpretation he felt that one solution would be to add a suitable paragraph

to the appropriation resolution.
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Mr. .LINDSLY (United Kingdom) could see certain administrative advantages

in the Secretary's suggestion. However, apart from any question of increase

in the cost of printing, the Organization stood to gain as much in the beginning

of 1951 and it would lose at the and of 1950.

The SECRET ;,RY fully agreed that in the long run the argument of the

delegate of the United Kingdom held good. However, in addition to the admini-

strative convenience there was also a budgetary implication. It was not

possible to arrange the printing programme in such a way that all publications

were printed and delivered by the 'end of the financial year. In many cases,

work on the manuscripts was completed only towards the end of a year. The

Committee on Programme therefore felt it.most desirable for printing costs on

the .publications programme to be charged against the year for which the

committee had approved the work.

Actually, more money had been-allocated to publications in 1950 than in

1951, with a result that if certain publications relating, to 1950 were charged

against the 1951 account there would be a :surplus balance under that item at

the end of 1950 and additional funds for publications would have to be found

in 1951.

On further consideration of his suggestion for the inclusion of a suitable

paragraph in the appropriation resolution,, he felt that that proposal would

only affect the year 1951 and that the committee should consider adopting a

specific resolution covering 1950.

Mr. LINDShY (United Kingdom) supported the Secretary's proposal.
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The committee thereupon adopted that Proposal, it being left to the

rapporteur and the Secretariat to prepare a draft resolution for inclusion

in the committee is next report.

The meting rose at 12 noon
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